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Abstract – The two users search their individual profiles and is
usually the most important step towards valuable PMSN that is
known as the Profile matching. The collective attention in
gathering and publication huge volumes of entities’ data as
unrestricted for determinations for example medical research,
market analysis, and economical methods consumes generated
main privacy worries nearby entities of a complex data. The
procedures modify two users to perform profile matching while not
illuminating any data regarding their profiles on the far side the
comparison result creating new connections in keeping with
personal preferences could be a essential service in mobile social
networking, wherever associate initiating user will observe
matching users within physical nearness of him/her. All the users
directly publish their absolute profiles for others to go looking.
Never the less, in a number of applications, the users’ individual
profiles might contain responsive data that they are doing not
craving to form public. In user will notice from a gathering of users
the one whose profile best matches with his/her. Two increasing
levels of user privacy are outlined, with falling amounts of exposed
profile data. Investing Secure Multi-Party computation (SMC)
techniques, the novel protocols that understand every of the user
privacy levels, which may even be personalised by the users. The
recognized security proofs and presentation investigation on our
schemes, and show their benefits in each security and effectiveness
more than progressive schemes. The societal proximity between two
users because the harmonizing metric, that procedures the space
between their social coordinates with every being a vector precomputed by a predictable fundamental server to correspond to the
position of a user in a muddle social network. By comparison, our
work doesn't estimate the connection of PMSN users with one online group network and addresses of extra general personal
matching negative aspect for PMSN by supports fine-grained
personal profiles and a large variety of matching metrics.
Keywords: Profile matching, social proximity, Social
network, Privacy levels, Profile data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Networking is a connecting to one person to another
person. It will be individual profile data for each and every
person. Profile data is like that for primary key. Because don’t
hack for privacy or secured details. It is two user profile data
are matching this process.
Currently a datasets stand for measured a valued
basis of information for the medical research, market analysis
and economical actions. These datasets can contain
information near individuals that have public, medical,
statistical, and customer data. Several organizations,
companies and institutions publish privacy related datasets.
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Extra, perceiving added fake people when through the profile
matching. It is also used for profile matching in social network
and medical line. Medical based on implemented to gathering
the data form user. Name, location, address, age, disease and
also more than information is gathered on stored the database.
It is also kept on to diseases for detecting how much of
increasing through profile matching.
Let, social network is also used to whatsapp, face
book and also twitter. It will be each and every social network
individual OTP number. Because as well as a primary key. It’s
used for secured data. Cellular phone public networking is
anywhere people with parallel welfare connect with one
another through their mobile/tablet. They type essential
communities. For instance face book, Twitter, LinkedIn etc.
To emphasise this expressed social network as a
necessary organizing characteristic of those sites, it have a
tendency to label of "social network sites." some web-based
SNSs support restricted mobile interactions (e.g., Face book,
MySpace, and Cyworld). Mobile Social Networks could be a
means that of transfer of funds data (communicating)
employing a combination of voice and information strategy
over networks as well as cellular technology and parts of
delicate and public information processing communications
(such because the Internet).
Mobile Social Networking‘ (MSN) refers to any or
all of the sanctioning parts essential for the donation
(posting‘
and
uploading)
and
conservation
(viewing/experiencing) of social media across a mobile
network. Key to the definition is that the user‘s implicit
otherwise express alternative of network technologies.
If the user accesses a group of people service
platform by means of any device that uses a cellular network,
alone or together with a commercially-accessible wireless
network that has access to cellular network operator-owned
possessions. What is more, mobile neighbourhood operators
and participants, and can be, prejudiced by the platforms,
trends and members of communities on the network.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
M.Li, N.Cao et.al [3] started that is new connections
according to personal preferences is a crucial service in mobile
social networking, where the initiating user can find matching
users within physical proximity of him/her. The services are
usually all the users directly publish their complete profiles for
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others to search. However, in many applications, the users'
personal profiles may contain sensitive information that they
do not want to make public. In FindU, an initiating user can
find from a group of users the one whose profile best matches
with his/her; to limit the risk of privacy exposure, only
necessary and minimal information about the private attributes
of the participating users is exchanged. Several increasing
levels of user privacy are defined, with decreasing amounts of
exchanged profile information. Leveraging secure multi-party
computation (SMC) techniques, the novel protocols that
realize two of the user privacy levels, which also be
personalized by the users. Thorough security analysis and
performance evaluation on our schemes, and show their
advantages in both security and efficiency over state-of-the-art
schemes.
In this paper the author given has following facilities
 The privacy is the right to be let alone‖ and it is the
right to keep the disclosure of personal information
for secure.
 Privacy implications associated with online social
networking depend on the level of identifiability of
the information provided, it‘s possible recipients, and
its possible uses.
 It is relatively easy for anyone to gain access to it. By
joining the network, hacking the site, or
impersonating a user by stealing his password.
 Stalking to the identity theft. Personal data are
generously provided and limiting privacy preferences
are sparingly used.
The responder needs to transmit the threshold value of the
predicate to the initiator, which may reveal partial information
of the responder‘s interest. Restricting the disclosure of such
parameter will be of significance for advancing comparisonbased family of profile matching protocols and warrants deep
investigation.
X. Liang et.al [4] started that is of aging society,
mHealthcare social network (MHSN) built upon wireless body
sensor network (WBSN) and mobile communications provides
a promising platform for the seniors who have the same
symptom to exchange their experiences, give mutual support
and inspiration to each other, and help forwarding their health
information wirelessly to a related eHealth center. However,
there exist many challenging security issues in MHSN such as
how to securely identify a senior who has the same symptom,
how to prevent others who don’t have the symptom from
knowing someone’s symptom? To tackle these challenging
security issues, we propose a secure samesymptom-based
handshake (SSH) scheme. Specifically, in the proposed SSH
scheme, each patient is granted with a pseudo-ID and its
private key corresponding to his symptom. When two patients
meet, only if they have the same symptom, they can use their
private keys to make mutual authentication. With the provable
security technique, the system of SSH is secure in the MHSN
scenarios. Moreover, then promising application – socialbased patient health information (PHI) collaborative reporting
in MHSN, and conduct extensive simulations to evaluate its
efficiency in terms of PHI delivery ratio and report.
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In this paper the author given has following facilities
 The security of the proposed SSH scheme to be
secure, i.e., the requirements of Mobile. Before
delving into the analysis, it is an consider of the
details when secure preserving of privacy data’s for
employed identity-based encryption in the SSH
scheme is semantic security in the random oracle
model.
 Semantic security the requirement of SSH scheme,
the identity-based encryption (IBE) should be
semantic security (indistinguishable) under selectivePID-Symptoms and chosen-plaintext attacks.
Specifically, first given the public parameters and
selects the specific PID in advance.
Research on mobile social network (MSN) has grown
tremendously recently. A typical example is the currently
popular pocket switched network (PSN), which can be
regarded as one kind of MSN where users can exchange data
related movie, news, and any interesting information etc. using
their PDA device. However, most existing works on PSN are
geared towards new communication architecture, protocol, or
fundamental analysis, but pay less attention on security issues
in social connection. Because eHealthcare systems take
particularly attention on security and privacy issues, ordinary
PSN can’t be directly applied to MHSN, if the security issue,
i.e., secure handshake, is not resolved.
C. Zhang et.al [9] started that is a multi-hop wireless
network (MWN) consisting of mobile nodes controlled by
independent self-interested users, incentive mechanism is
essential for motivating mobile nodes to cooperate and
forward packets for each other. Existing solutions such as
barter based, virtual-currency based and reputation based
schemes are either less effective or incur high implementation
costs, and therefore do not fit well with the unique
requirements of MWNs. Then it’s promising incentive
paradigm. Controlled Coded packets as virtual Commodity
Currency (C4), to induce cooperative behaviour’s in MWNs.
Through introducing several techniques from network coding,
coded information packets are utilized as a new kind of virtual
currency to facilitate packet/service exchanges among selfinterested nodes in a MWN. It is the counterpart of the socalled commodity cur, and the overhead brought by C4 is
extremely small compared to traditional schemes. The
theoretically show that C4 is perfectly efficient to support
MWNs with broadcast and multicast traffics. For pure unicast
communications, by adjusting the grouping parameter, our C4
provides a systematic way to smoothly trade incentive
effectiveness for implementation cost, and traditional barter
based and virtual-currency based schemes are just two
extreme cases of C4. The C4 is combined with the social
network formed by mobile users in the MWN, the
implementation costs can be further reduced without
sacrificing incentive effectiveness.
In this paper the author has given the following facilities
 The PPIT for scenarios where a client holding an
authorization on some identiﬁer needs to retrieve
information matching that identiﬁer from a server.
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PPIT ensures that the client only gets the information
it is entitled to, and server knows that the client is
duly authorized to obtain information but does not
learn what information is retrieved; complexity is
linear, even in the case of the client holding multiple
authorizations.
 Thus, one could obtain efﬁcient (linear) APSI from
IBE-PPIT, using a tagging technique. The server
could use a PEKS scheme to produce encryptions of
keywords (i.e., set elements). The client can then test
a matching keyword only if equipped with a
corresponding trapdoor—i.e., the authorization.
The protocols offer appreciably better efﬁciency than prior
results. The choice between them depends on whether there is
a need for client authorization and/or server unlink ability, as
well as on server’s ability to engage in precipitation.
E. D. Cristofaro et.al [1] started that is intersection of
private datasets of two parties, where the datasets contain lists
of elements taken from a large domain. This problem has
many applications for online collaboration. The protocols
based on the use of homomorphic encryption and balanced
hashing, for both semi-honest and malicious environments.
For lists of length k, we obtain O(k) communication overhead
and O(k unlink) computation. The protocol for the semihonest environment is secure in the standard model, while the
protocol for the malicious environment is secure in the random
oracle model. We also consider the problem of approximating
the size of the intersection, show a linear lower-bound for the
communication overhead of solving this problem, and provide
a suitable secure protocol. Lastly, the investigate other
variants of the matching problem, including extending the
protocol to the multi-party setting as well as considering the
problem of approximate matching.
In this paper the author has given the following facilities
 As the number of rounds in our protocol is a function
of its outcome, an observer that only counts the
number of rounds in the protocol, or the time it takes
to run it, may estimate its outcome.
 The problem is inherent in our security deﬁnitions—
both for semi-honest and malicious parties—as they
only take into account the parties that “formally”
participate in the protocol (unlike, e.g., in universal
composability any information that is learned by all
the participating parties to be sent in the clear.
 While it may be that creating secure channels for the
protocol (e.g., using encryption) prevents this leakage
in many cases, this is not suﬃcient measure in
general nor speciﬁcally for our protocol (as one must
hide the communication.
The modify Protocol PM-Semi-Honest to gain security
against malicious servers. The protocol based on balanced
allocations may be modiﬁed similarly. Automatically it is
force on server to run according to its prescribed procedure.
Our construction, PM-Malicious-Server, is in the random
oracle model.
L. Kissner et.al [5] started that is many important
applications a collection of mutually distrustful parties must
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perform private computation over multisets. Each party’s
input to the function is his private input multiset. In order to
protect these private sets, the players perform privacypreserving computation; that is, no party learns more
information about other parties’ private input sets than what
can be deduced from the result. In this paper, we propose
eﬃcient techniques for privacy-preserving operations on
multisets. By employing the mathematical properties of
polynomials, build a framework of eﬃcient, secure, and
composable multiset operations: the union, intersection, and
element reduction operations. In a techniques to a wide range
of practical problems, achieving more eﬃcient results than
those of previous work.
In this paper the author has given the following facilities
 An important feature of our privacy-preserving
multiset operations is that they can be com- posed,
and thus enable a wide range of applications.
 The power of our techniques, we apply our
operations to solve speciﬁc problems, including SetIntersection, Cardinality Set- Intersection, OverThreshold Set-Union, and Threshold Set-Union, as
well as determining the Sub- set relation.
 The airline must perform a set-intersection operation
between its private passenger list and the
government’s list. This is an example of the SetIntersection problem.
 If a social services organization needs to determine
the list of people on welfare who have cancer, the
union of each hospital’s lists of cancer patients must
be calculated (but not revealed), then an intersection
operation between the unrevealed list of cancer
patients and the welfare rolls must be performed.
Assuming that the additively homomorphic, threshold
cryptosystem semantically secure, the Shuﬄe protocol is
secure, and the speciﬁed zero-knowledge proofs and proofs of
correct decryption cannot be forged, then in the OverThreshold Set-Union protocol for the malicious case for any
coalition Γ of colluding players (at most n−1 such colluding
parties), there is a player (or group of players) G operating in
the ideal model, such that the views of the players in the ideal
model is computationally indistinguishable from the views of
the honest players and Γ in the real model.
TABLE I: Literature Survey
Author
M. LI, N. CAO

X. SHEN

C. ZHANG
E. D.
CRISTOFARO

Methodology
secure multiparty
computation
(SMC)
Same
symptom-based
handshake
(SSH)

Advantages

Disadvantages

Secured for
personal
information

Restricting the
disclosure of
such parameter.

selective-PIDSymptoms

security issues
in social
connection

Retrieved for
compared to
information
traditional schemes
matching
homomorphic
creating secure
encryption and
channels for the
balanced
protocol

server unlink
ability.
Modify
Protocol PMSemi-Honest to
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hashing

L. KISSNER

properties of
polynomials

privacypreserving
multi set
operations

gain security
against
malicious
servers.
Threshold
cryptosystem
semantically
secure

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The privacy preservation profile matching in MSN as
two levels of privacy secured measure outlined beside their
threat models, whenever the upper privacy level outflows less
outline data than the higher level. A totally distributed
privacy- preserving profile matching schemes, one in all them
being non- public personal non-public set intersection protocol
and also the alternative may be a private cardinality of setintersection protocol.
The mobile social networks into in-creasingly in flair
attributable to the short-tempered development of moral
phones. Dual commonly distrusting parties, each property an
individual data set, together aim the connection or the node
cardinality of the double sets though not leaking some extra
records to either party. Enables open statement, subsequent in
improved data detection and transfer.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Figure1.1 Architecture diagram
Figure1 is designed for the purpose of architecture diagram
the user is first registration for profile data is a transforming
data patterns is privacy secure in data for Shamir sharing
secrete scheme. Then the data for matched in two users for
his/her and is admin for maintained in the data’s for privacy.

high level secure of the data’s. It is consider that only highly
sensitive data for stored. So, the user’s retrieve or view from
the data is must username and password.
B. Secure multi-party computation:
The SMC techniques for used to the data privacy
preserving. It is main concept for cryptography in to the for
each private data public of the view in any user’s.
The user view for the profile is another user compared to the
data for no information is held of secure in the data’s.
C. Shamir’s secret sharing scheme:
The Shamir’s secret sharing is an algorithm of
cryptography. It is secret for two parts in the original part is a
minimum number of parts ii’s required. In the threshold
scheme this number is less than of the total numbers. In a
threshold value for compared to the polynomial. And it is
default for secret password.
D. Preventing malicious attack:
It is describing the protocol of message or information is
not secured is used for HBC (honest-but-curious) is an
adversary model. It secure over the strong of malicious model
of the protocols. It certain information of data’s is security
issues for unlink ability is suddenly occur for the malicious
attack in the data’s.
VI EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Reformation effects provide us a more discerning beholden
of privacy leakage. Speciﬁcally, It analysis contributes a
consideration on several amounts anywhere available tables
remain thought to attain privacy based on the SMC (Secure
Multi-Party computation) techniques developing, although
established on the metrics.
It is consider the determination of profile matching is
private valued information of data’s. It’s stored to the backend
of database and almost users retrieve for data in the datasets of
database.
It similarly the proposed metrics qualify a data issuer to
ensure more resistor completed the privacy of a speciﬁc a
collection of users consuming assured searching of values.
To ensure that proximity of profile matching is two users
of sensitive information of compression in similar details of
when showed. The profile matching is user’s information as
like medical purpose of the details is stored in the matching
concept.
It’s a decision of two inputs profiles refer to the same
physical person or not. The two similarity score is higher than
a threshold called for profile matching threshold.
The Shamir sharing algorithm for secure computation of the
more efficient is network size is in the order of tens, and when
the number of query attributes is smaller of conversion that
scheme can be used in mobile devices. Like equipped is
minimal quality of wireless interfaces, For example wifi or
Bluetooth.

V. MODULES DESCRIPTION
A. Registration of the security data’s:
For security data is user first registration social networks
to the concept of profile details is real time data sharing in
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Figure 1.4 Pie chart through profile matching
In this chart displayed for profile matching.status,name,
malicious attack, attck such for several deseas appered certain
people.indually collected for the data and deseas stored on the
data base and comparing to profile matching. In aprofile
matching values for must percentage in positive or negative is
possible in the matching.

Figure 1.2 Register of the user
The user registration of all information is must needed in
the details. Is a medical concept of the profile so, the diseases
details is register for the user. And prescriber details are must,
in a register for ones in a user any modification or delete in the
data’s is a normal way. The user name and password then
update of the details is modified and delete of the record so
deleted in the user for profile matching.
Figure 1.5 secrtes of another user profile view
Then a Shamir sharing secrete scheme is using a two levels
of algorithm. The first one is main part polynomial and
threshold. It similarly the proposed metrics qualify a data
issuer to ensure more resistor completed the privacy of a
speciﬁc a collection of users consuming assured searching of
values.

Figure 1.3 View my profile in matching for any user
In a profile for user registration is complete for compared to
the location based of mobile social networks system. The any
person details for matching to the profile. When a people for
exactly in a location.
If a techniques for SMC, a different of the user and any
location search the profile matcher. When a details of
information in the users. The data from stored in the database.
It is any selected for the profile, when it all details for not
showed. In a particular data’s such that (name, age, gender). Is
a privacy characterization of the qualified in a information’s.
The metrics of the qualify data issuer to ensure more resistor
completed the privacy of a specific a collection of users
consuming assured searching of values.

Figure 1.6 View attack
Data breaches can happen for a variety of reason.
Some companies are hacked. Data can be mishandled or sold
to third parties holes in a website’s security system can leave
information unprotected and the data may have been
compromised and personal information as admin for affected
in the preventing of adversary model. Is a stronger of the
preserving in malicious unlink ability of the attack is
displayed.
VII CONCLUSION
The main period validate the problem of privacypreserving distributed profile matching in MSNs, and two
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purposes as when used. There secure multi party computation
and honest but curious is schemes of user privacy
preservation. Headed for future active through light load
procedures, it is using an algorithm of Shamir secret sharing
because the main secure computation of techniques is users as
information in preserving in profile matching comparing to the
details of communication prices. The future of profile in
matching for human finger printing, face and privacy
preserving for full anonymity techniques such that (age, zip
code, gender) in implicit of predicate based in profile
matching.
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